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Physics 101:  Lecture 19
Fluids II: Moving fluids

● Pressure: force from molecules “bouncing” off container 
➨P = F/A

● Gravity/weight affects pressure
➨P = P0 + rgd

● Pascal’s Principle
➨DP1 = DP2

Today:
● Buoyant force is “weight” of displaced fluid (Archimedes’ principle)
➨FBuoyant = rfluid g Vdisplaced-fluid

● Moving Fluids

Review Static Fluids
478 Chapter 11 Fluids

63. r(a) What force will the large piston provide if the small pis-
ton in a hydraulic lift is moved down as shown in Figure 11-43? 
(b) If the small piston is depressed a distance of $y1, by how 
much will the large piston rise? (c) How much work is done in 
slowly pushing down the small piston compared to the work 
done in raising the large piston if $y1 � 0.20 m? SSM

A1 = 0.033 m2∆y1

∆y2

F = ?16 N

A2 = 4 m2

Figure 11-43� �1SPCMFN���

64. rA hydraulic lift has a leak so that it is only 75% efficient in 
raising its load. If the large piston exerts a force of 150 N when 
the small piston is depressed with a force of 15.0 N and the 
radius of the small piston is 5.00 � 10�2 m, what is the radius 
of the large piston?

11-8 Archimedes’ principle helps us understand buoyancy
65. rA rectangular block of wood, 10 cm � 15 cm � 40 cm, has 
a specific gravity of 0.6. (a) Determine the buoyant force that 
acts on the block when it is placed in a pool of fresh  water. Hint: 
Draw a free-body diagram labeling all of the forces on the block. 
(b) What fraction of the block is submerged? (c) Determine the 
weight of the water that is displaced by the block.

66. rA block of wood will sink 10 cm in fresh water. How 
far will it sink in seawater? (The specific gravity of seawater 
is 1.025.)

67. rrA cube of side s is completely submerged in a pool of 
fresh water. (a) Derive an expression for the pressure differ-
ence between the bottom and top of the cube. (b) After draw-
ing a free-body diagram, derive an algebraic expression for 
the net force on the cube. (c) What is the weight of the dis-
placed water when the cube is submerged? Your expressions 
may  include some or all of the following quantities: atmospher-
ic pressure, the density of fresh water, the length of the side 
of the cube, the mass of the cube, and the acceleration due to 
gravity.

68. rTom and Huck fashion a river raft out of logs. The raft is 
3.00 m � 4.00 m � 0.150 m and is made from trees that have 
an average density of 700 kg�m3. How many people can stand 
on the raft and keep their feet dry, assuming an average person 
has a mass of 70 kg?

69. rA crown that is supposed to be made of solid gold is under 
suspicion. When the crown is weighed in air, it has a weight of 
5.15 N. When it is suspended from a digital balance and low-
ered into water, its apparent weight is measured to be 4.88 N. 
Given that the specific gravity of gold is 19.3, comment on the 
authenticity of the crown. SSM

70. rA woman floats in a region of the Great Salt Lake where 
the water is about four times saltier than the ocean and has a 
density of about 1130 kg�m3. The woman has a mass of 55 kg, 
and her density is 985 kg�m3 after exhaling as much air as pos-
sible from her lungs. Determine the percentage of her volume 
that will be above the waterline of the Great Salt Lake.

11-9 Fluids in motion behave differently depending on the 
flow speed and the fluid viscosity
71. r(a) A hose is connected to a faucet and used to fill a 5.0-L 
container in a time of 45 s. Determine the volume flow rate in 
m3�s. (b) Determine the velocity of the water in the hose in part 
(a) if it has a radius of 1 cm. SSM

72. rHow fast is the water leaving the nozzle of a hose with a 
volume flow rate of 0.45 m3�s? Assume there are no leaks and 
the nozzle has a circular opening with diameter of 7.5 mm.

73. rDetermine the time required for a 50-L container to be 
filled with water when the speed of the incoming water is 
25 cm�s and the cross-sectional area of the hose carrying the 
water is 3.0 cm2.

74. rMedical A cylindrical blood vessel is partially blocked 
by the buildup of plaque. At one point, the plaque decreases 
the diameter of the vessel by 60.0%. The blood approaching 
the blocked portion has speed v0. Just as the blood enters the 
blocked portion of the vessel, what will be its speed in terms 
of v0?

75. rMedical You inject your patient with 2.5-mL of medicine. 
If the inside diameter of the 31-gauge needle is 0.114 mm and 
the injection lasts 0.65 s, determine the speed of the fluid as it 
leaves the needle. SSM

76. rIn July of 1995, a spillway gate broke at the Folsom Dam 
in California. During the uncontrolled release, the flow rate 
through the gate peaked at 40,000 ft3�s and about 1.35 billion 
gallons of water were lost (nearly 40% of the reservoir). Esti-
mate the time that the gate was open.

77. rThe return-air ventilation duct in a home has a cross-sec-
tional area of 900 cm2. The air in a room that has dimensions 
7.0 m � 10.0 m � 2.4 m is to be completely circulated in a
30-min cycle. What is the speed of the air in the duct?

11-10 Bernoulli’s equation helps us relate pressure and speed 
in fluid motion
78. rrWater flows from a fire truck through a hose that is 
11.7 cm in diameter and has a nozzle that is 2 cm in diameter. 
The firemen stand on a hill 5 m above the level of the truck. 
When the water leaves the nozzle, it has a speed of 20 m�s. 
Determine the minimum gauge pressure in the truck’s water 
tank.

79. rAt one point, Hurricane Katrina had maximum sustained 
winds of 175 mi�h (240 km�h) and a low pressure in the eye of 
666.52 mmHg (0.877 atm). Using the given air speed, compare 
the atmospheric pressure that would be predicted by Bernoulli’s 
equation to the measured value. Comment on any discrepan-
cies. Assume the pressure of the air is normally 1 atm. SSM

80. rWhen the atmospheric pressure is 1.00 atm, a water foun-
tain ejects a stream of water that rises to a height of 5.00 m. 
There is a 1.00-cm-radius pipe that leads from a pressurized 
tank to the opening that ejects the water. What would happen if 
the fountain were operating when the eye of a hurricane passes 
through? Assume that the atmospheric pressure in the eye is 
0.877 atm and the tank’s pressure remains the same.

81. rrA cylinder that is 20 cm tall is filled with water (Fig-
ure 11-44). If a hole is made in the side of the cylinder, 5 cm 
 below the top level, how far from the base of the cylinder 
will the stream land? Assume that the cylinder is large enough 
so that the level of the water in the cylinder does not drop 
 significantly.
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Archimedes’ Principle 
● Buoyant Force (FB)
➨weight of fluid displaced
➨FB = rfluidVdisplaced g
➨Fg = mg = robject Vobject g
➨ If object sinks then

» Vdisplaced = Vobject

» robject > rfluid

➨Object floats if robject < rfluid , in which case 
Vdisplaced < Vobject, and also FB = Fg
» Therefore: rfluid g Vdispl. = robject g Vobject

» Therefore: Vdispl./Vobject = robject / rfluid
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Moving fluids: Continuity of Fluid Flow 
• Watch fluid moving through the narrow 

part of the tube (A1)

•Distance a “particle” travels x1 = v1Dt

•Mass of fluid in “plug”
m1 = r V1 =r A1 x1  or m1 = rA1v1Dt

• Watch fluid moving through the wide part 
of tube (A2)

•Distance a “particle” travels       x2 = v2Dt

•Mass of fluid in “plug”               
m2 = r V2 =r A2 x2 or m2 = rA2v2Dt

• “Continuity” Equation says  m1 = m2 fluid 
isn’t building up or disappearing

A1 v1 = A2 v2

“What goes in must come out”

Faucet water stream
A stream of water gets narrower as it falls from a 

faucet (try it & see). 
This phenomenon can be explained using 
the equation of continuity A1

A2

V1

V2
The velocity increases as the water flows down and 

the area decreases to compensate for the 
increase in velocity. 

Another way of putting it:

As the water flows down, gravity makes the velocity 
of the water go faster so the area of the water 
decreases. 

A1v1 = A2v2

A2 = A1 (v1/v2)
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Pressure, Flow and Work
● Continuity Equation says fluid speeds up going to smaller 

opening, slows down going to larger opening
➨A1 v1 = A2 v2

➨v2 = v1(A1/A2)

● Acceleration due to change in pressure. P1 > P2 

➨Smaller tube has faster water and LOWER pressure
● Change in pressure does work!
➨W = (P1 – P2)V

Demo

Recall: 

W=F d

= PA d

= P V

!"!" !# B
P1

P2A
P1

$# < $"
&# > &"

( (

More demos showing 
regions of high velocity fluid have 

low pressure

● Soda cans: blow air between them
● Big metal plates: Blow lots of air between them

● Balancing objects with streams of air
➨a ping pong ball, 
➨add a funnel and now balance
➨a screwdriver 
➨a bigger ball.

● Blow air across one end of a “U” tube with water in it:
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Bernoulli’s Eqs. And Work
● Consider tube where both Area & height change and 

apply the Work-Kinetic Energy Theorem:
➨Wnet = Wfluid + Wgravity = DK

(P1-P2) V - mg(y2-y1) = ½ m (v2
2 – v1

2)
(P1-P2) V - rVg(y2-y1) = ½ rV (v2

2 – v1
2)

P1+rgy1 + ½ rv1
2 =   P2+rgy2 + ½rv2

2
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Demo: The pressure cannon
● This demo shows that atmospheric pressure is 

substantial and can do some damage.

Example: Lift a House
Calculate the net lifting force on a 15 m x 15 m house when a 

30 m/s (67 mph) wind (1.29 kg/m3) blows over the top. 
Write Bernoulli eqn just above roof and just below roof:

Pbelow+ rgy + ½ rvbelow
2 =   Pabove+ rgy + ½rvabove

2

Just below roof the air has no velocity so vbelow=0

Pbelow – Pabove = ½rvabove
2

= ½ (1.29) (302) N / m2

= 581 N/ m2

F = P A

= 581 N/ m2 (15 m)(15 m) = 131,000 N

= 29,450 pounds! (note roof weighs 15,000 lbs)
48

Example
A garden hose w/ inner diameter 2 cm, carries water at 2.0 m/s. 

To spray your friend, you place your thumb over the nozzle 
giving an effective opening diameter of 0.5 cm. What is the 
speed of the water exiting the hose? What is the pressure 
difference between inside the hose and outside?

Bernoulli Equation
P1+rgy + ½ rv1

2 =   P2+rgy + ½rv2
2

P1 – P2 = ½ r (v2
2 – v1

2)= ½ r (322 – 22)

= ½ x (1000 kg/m3) (1020 m2/s2) = 5.1 x 105 PA

Continuity Equation
A1 v1 = A2 v2

v2 = v1 ( A1/A2)
=  v1 ( π r1

2 / π r2
2)

=  2 m/s x 16 = 32 m/s
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Fluid Flow Summary

• Mass flow rate: rAv  (kg/s)

• Volume flow rate: Av (m3/s)

• Continuity: rA1 v1 = rA2 v2  

• Bernoulli: P1 + 1/2 rv1
2  + rgh1 = P2 + 1/2 rv2

2 + rgh2

A1 P1 A2 P2v1 v2

r
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